Wheel and Caster Guide

Options
Wheel and Swivel Head Brakes / Truck Locks

STOP
FIX

STOP
TOP

IDEAL
STOP

Blickle wheel and swivel head
brakes ‘stop-fix’

Blickle wheel and swivel head
brakes ‘stop-top’

Blickle wheel and swivel head
brakes ‘ideal-stop’

For light duty, transport equipment and
heavy duty casters

For transport equipment and heavy duty
casters

For transport equipment and heavy duty
casters with european metric top plate
fitting 140x110 / 105x75-80 mm

Independent floor lock brake system

This ‘trailing’ brake system provides a
positive locking of the swivel head.
The locking of the wheel is achieved by a
non-positive, very strong brake mechanism,
designed for high security and long service
life.
A brake spring engages in a toothed spherical
disc and locks both the swivel head and the
wheel due to the special design of the spring.

This ‘non-trailing’ brake system provides
a non-positive locking of the swivel head
(except LE and L rig series with
wheel Ø 3" - 5").
The locking of the wheel is achieved by a
non-positive, very strong brake mechanism,
designed for high security and long service
life.

This ‘stationary’ brake system does not
rotate together with the swivel caster and
can therefore be always operated at the
same position and provides a non-positive
locking of the swivel head.
For certain caster series and dimensions the
non-positive locking is replaced by a positive
locking.
The locking of the wheel is achieved by a
non-positive, very strong brake mechanism,
designed for high security and long service
life.

Truck locks can be fitted to transport
equipment, enabling them to be locked in
their resting position. By operating the pedal
the transport equipment is held in place
without being lifted.

The holding pressure is adjustable and readjustable for LK and LKX rig series (wheel Ø
5"x2" or larger) and LH rig series.

The holding pressure is adjustable and
readjustable.
The rotation radius of the brake lever is
mostly positioned within the wheel’s swivel
radius.

(Product code suffix: -IS)

The holding pressure is adjustable and
readjustable.
The casters of the LH rig series equipped
with these brakes have a total height which
exceeds that of casters without ‘ideal-stop’
by 43⁄64". A synthetic
adapter plate (product
code: AP3) is available
for the height adjustment
of casters without these
brakes.
Refer to ‘Options’ on product pages.

(Product code: FF...)

When operated, the truck lock deflects by
approx. 3⁄8". The maximum surface contact
pressure in combination with the respectively
suitable casters amounts to approx. 130 lbs.
Truck locks can be combined with LH and LS
caster series.
Zinc-plated, blue-passivated, Cr6-free.
Product
code

Total height
unoperated
(H0) [inch]

FF 125
FF 150
FF 160
FF 200

5 7⁄8
6 11⁄16
6 7⁄8
8 9⁄16

Total height
operated, fully
extended
(H1) [inch]
7 1⁄16
8 1⁄8
8 3⁄8
10 1⁄32

H0

The design of this brake system meets the
requirement for a small swivel radius.

(Product code suffix: -ST)
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(Product code suffix: -FI)

Blickle truck locks
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